TOPICS: GOOD CLINICAL PRACTICE IN ALERGOLOGY

8.30 - 9.00 Registration & welcome

BelSACI Ethics and Economy session:
Good clinical practice in allergology: state-of-the art 2019

Moderator: GUTERMUTH Jan

9.00-9.12 BelSACI Scientific Award
ABSTRACT 1

9.12-9.37 Invited lecture
SPEAKER 1: GADISSEUR Romy
Title: GCP in vitro diagnosis of food allergy

9.37-9.49 BelSACI Scientific Award
ABSTRACT 2

9.49- 10.14 Invited lecture
SPEAKER 2: VAN DER BREMPT Xavier
Title: What's new in venom allergy? Good clinical practice

10.14-10.26 BelSACI Scientific Award
ABSTRACT 3

10.26 - 10.50 COFFEE BREAK

Moderator: DEZFOULIAN Bita
10.50-11.15
SPEAKER 3: EBO Didier
Title: Good Clinical Practice in drug hypersensitivity diagnosis

11.15-11.50
SPEAKER 4: AERTS Olivier
Title: GCP in allergic contact dermatitis: Approach of contact allergy caused by diabetes medical devices

11.50- 12.30
BelSACI Scientific Award
POSTER PRESENTATIONS (4 min per poster presentation)

12.30 - 13.30 LUNCH TIME - VISIT BOOTHS

13.30-14.00 BelSACI Scientific Award
Moderator: EBO Didier
CASE REPORT PRESENTATIONS

14.00-15.00
BelSACI Ethics and Economy session
Good clinical practice in allergology: state-of-the art 2019
Moderator: FROIDURE Antoine

LECTURE 1:
- Speaker: TAILLÉ Camille (Paris, FR)
- Title: Best practice in eosinophilic asthma

LECTURE 2:
- Speaker: PILETTE Charles
- Title: GCP in asthma: care pathways and rational use of biologicals in severe asthma

15.00-15.30
- BELSACI GENERAL ASSEMBLY
- ELECTION NEW BOARD
- PRIZE CEREMONY
BelSACI Scientific Awards: oral communications and poster
Gebruik ingang 8 en naar de VUB Faculteiten te gaan.

Sinds 1 januari 2016 is het Brussels Houdvaststelde Gezicht een lage-emisiezone (LEZ).
Controleer of uw voertuig binnen mag op LEZ Brussels.